Next Generation Orchestration:
Multi Domain, Sites, Clouds, Hyper Scale
The next generation of orchestration is driven mostly by
the need for scale and distribution to support the new edge
and IOT use cases. This generation of orchestration needs
to support not just orchestration of services within a local
data-center or cloud but needs to reach across multiple
sites, regions and domains. Here we’ll provide an overview
of the evolution of the Cloudify orchestration platform
-- built to address scaling and federation challenges.

What’s Your Edge?
It’s no secret that most edge use cases today are largely network driven.
Yet cloud providers have started to extend their offerings towards the
edge with the introduction of private cloud instances (as per Azure-Stack
or AWS Outposts) as well as via new IOT offerings. This new pattern is
gradually changing the way we think of edge and SD-WAN today as the
data-center becomes the new edge and cloud becomes the new HQ.

Azure-Stack

Enterprises soon will have to adopt a new and far more universal method of managing
applications and services across different edge points, requiring a completely new
way to handle SD-WAN and network automation- namely from an IT led model to
application driven network automation that fits into the new dev-ops process.
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The Evolution of Orchestration
The architecture behind Cloudify Spire
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The Formation of Cloudify Spire
In order to meet the demand of the next generation
orchestration, deconstructing and ‘rebuilding’ Cloudify
core components was necessary to establish the best fit
in line with demand for scale and multi-site deployments.
The core components of Cloudify can be broken down into the following three elements:
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The actual role of the manager is defined by
the layer of the stack in which it is being placed
and the target resources that it is managing.

Plugins
Plugins are used as a generic resource of
libraries responsible for mapping any API
endpoint into a library of TOSCA nodes. There
are two kinds of plugins within Cloudify;
Infrastructure plugins - including Openstack,
Azure, AWS, and configuration plugins
such as Ansible, Script and Terminal.

One of the clear conclusions from this
exercise is that the existing structure of
Cloudify is often too generic for people to
understand exactly how to use it in each
layer and use case. Spire has been built with
a more structured architecture to leverage
those generic building blocks specifically
for the layer and role it operates.

Modifying Cloudify for Multi-Site/
Domain Orchestration
The main target set for Cloudify Spire was to make multi-site/
multi-domain orchestration the primary target architecture.
To meet this goal, it was decided to move from a central
orchestration design to a model featuring many microorchestrations that are coordinated by one central orchestration.
We refer to this model as Manager of Manager (MoM).

Organizing the micro-orchestration into
a purpose built-edge cloud:
The move to micro-orchestration was meant to
address scaling and multi-site requirements but it was
still too generic and could add complexities from an
operational and modeling perspective. We therefore
decided to arrange the MoM into a purpose-built edge
cloud architecture built out of the following three layers:

1.

Edge Cloud: a group of edge sites targeted for a
particular use case where a client can design multiple
edge-cloud environments as needed: QA / production
environments, Cloud, or edge environment. An edge
cloud is a private case of a blueprint in which the
components are not the actual services. The edge cloud
will inherit all capabilities of a blueprint such as the
ability to create multiple instances of that same blueprint

Edge
Cloud

(deployments, different versions etc.) The deployment
update mechanism can also be used to add/remove
sites or change the configuration of a particular site.

2.

Edge Site: Each Edge Site represents
a specific environment, and
includes its specific data (secretes,
infrastructure setup, Network setup,

Edge
Site

binaries, security setup etc.)

3.

Edge Controller: The Edge
controller is a private case where
the manager is responsible for a
particular site or environment.

Edge
Controller

Multi-Site / Domain Service Definition
Automating workloads across
multiple micro-orchestrations needs a
different way of thinking- particularly
on how to model these services.

Multi-Layer Modeling
Breaking the modeling into three layers can
abstract the complexity of the service modeling
as well as allow a higher degree of portability
of the service between different edge sites.
•

Infrastructure orchestration layer:
part of each edge-site.

•

Service layer: will include the definition of the
specific service components and configuration.

•

Service composition: will define the relationship
between multiple services and domains
and will provide end-to-end definition.
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Cloud Native Active Active Cluster
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Secured and Reliable Communication
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Putting It All Together Cloudify Spire Demo Orchestration
One of the challenges in designing multi-site orchestration
and specifically in moving from a central orchestration
model to many distributed micro-orchestrations is the
complexity that this change can bring with it - both from an
operational and an application modelling standpoint.
To avoid these complexities, we designed Cloudify Spire with
a user-first approach, allowing the user experience to lead the
underlying architecture and not the other way around.
The result is a far slicker user experience seen by comparing the
current Cloudify MoM (4.5 release) to Cloudify Spire (5.0 Release).
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